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TAKE NOTE
January/February

Customers very satisfied with FIZ Karlsruhe’s Search
Service
A survey among customers who had commissioned
a search with our Search Service between April
2015 and April 2017 showed a positive result, i.e.,
89 percent of the customers stated that they were
satisfied or very satisfied with the service. The customer base surveyed is made up of roughly equal
shares of researchers and developers, information
professionals, and patent attorneys. The individual
items assessed by the customers were: the advice
provided in preparation of the commissioned
search, the communication with the research team,
the quality of the search results, the time frame, the
processing of the results, and the price-performance
ratio. The advice, communication and time frame
of the commissioned search were rated particularly
positive. More than half of the participating customers had been made aware of the Search Service
through a recommendation within their professional environment, and the number of customers
doubled within a year - which shows that the Search
Service is well received.

Customer satisfaction Ø

Summer 2018

Web Security Update
During 2018, STN products will stop supporting
browser traffic using some older encryption or protocols. The minimum Transport Layer Security (TLS)
protocol supported will be version 1.1.
Click here to see STN system requirements and
whether your current browser is ready for TLS 1.1.

Fall 2018

Service for STN Customers: Implementation of
Scripts
Our Search Service will be happy to implement
scripts for automated STN search profiles in one or
more databases for you. All features of the powerful
STN retrieval language are available. Scripts are
particularly useful for the following applications:
• Executing manual alerts including searching in
a multifile environment, deduplication, display of
answers and creation of one or more transcripts
• Monitoring chemical structures in all relevant
CAS, Derwent, and ReaxysFile databases including
deduplication in patent documents and a combined display of new patent and/or literature 		
records and hit structures
			
• Complex patent analysis for multiple data fields,
e.g., in INPADOC (combined statistics for bibliographic and legal status data)
• Search support for inexperienced STN users in
case of recurring search requests

Learn more about our Search Service.

For a free cost estimate, please contact +49-(0)7247808 555 or searchservice(at)fiz-karlsruhe(dot)de.
We will develop the appropriate profile together
with you.
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STNext®
January/February

Alerts Enhanced in STNext
It is now easier to manage your Alerts in STNext. You
can sort your Alert queries by creation date. You can
re-run a query and access the Alert results. You have
the option to download results in PDF, RTF or TXT
format. Use the Answer History link to see a 90-day
history of your Alert deliveries.
Also read the article on how to recover lost or misplaced Alerts results.

Summer 2018

Use Folders As an Organizational Tool in STNext
A recent addition to STNext is the Folders feature.
Folders help you to manage search artifacts like
transcripts, structures, scripts and datafiles. You
can create folders with names up to 50 characters
long, and then you can move items into the folders.
The contents of a folder can then be downloaded
or deleted as a group. NOTE: It is possible to move
items out of folders – if you want to reorganize your
artifacts at a later time.

Fall 2018

Derwent Markush Resource (DWPIM) on STNext
The Derwent Markush Resource (file DWPIM)
became publicly available October 1, 2018 on STNext,
integrating the database into the classic STN®
environment.
DWPIM has been implemented as a structure-based
database encompassing more than 2.1 million
Markush structures from 890,000 Derwent World
Patents Index documents. A total of 33 patentissuing authorities are covered with US, EP and WO
coverage back to 1978. DWPIM also includes INPI
(French patent office) backfile data from 1961-1976.
The major substance classes in DWPIM are organics and organometallics. Inorganic compounds,
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polymers, peptides and partially defined structures
are also covered. DWPIM will be updated 82 times
a year together with the Derwent files WPINDEX,
WPIDS and WPIX. Cross-file searching with WPINDEX, WPIDS and WPIX is supported. Both Markush
hit structures and DCR hit structures are fully integrated and available with all display formats in
these files.
This classic STN implementation of DWPIM is exclusively available on STNext. It cannot be used with
STN Express® or STN® on the WebSM. Learn more
about DWPIM structure searching and crossover
capabilities.
Structure Editor in STNext Includes More Derwent
Nodes
The Structure Editor includes Derwent DWPIM/DCR
generic nodes as well as DWPIM super atoms. Structure drawings can include variable nodes for metals,
carbon chains, carbocycles, heterocycles as well as
DWPIM-specific groups (also referred to as super
atoms). Learn more.
Structure Attribute Display Enhancements in STNext
Now display all available detail about structures,
such as element counts, variable node saturation,
and ring system characteristics. The expanded structure display information is available in structure
searchable databases in STNext, but not in other
STN classic platforms. It also provides categories for
the various structure attributes (e.g., variable node
attributes), allowing you to zero in faster on the
information you’re looking for. Learn more about
the attribute display re-organization.
BLAST® Alignment Reports in STNext
STNext now supports the combination of sequence
alignment data with bibliographic/substance information to create BLAST Alignment reports from CAS
REGISTRYSM. Learn more about generating an alignment report.

DATABASE NEWS 2018 – YEAR IN REVIEW
Derwent World Patents Index - DWPI

EMBASE

January/February

January/February

Chinese dual filings are now linked within DWPI
families
Since 2009, it has been possible to file both a utility
model patent and an invention patent in China. Historically, this has resulted in the pair of applications
published on different dates with no obvious link
with each other.

Latest Version of Emtree Introduces 1,397 New
Terms
The first Emtree thesaurus release for 2018 is now
available within EmbaseTM. Totaling 79,984
preferred terms and over 347,000 synonyms, this
new version includes 1,397 new terms compared to
the previous version released in September 2017:

Click here to learn more about the new handling of
Chinese dual filings in DWPI.

• 295 are drug terms
• 1,102 new non-drug terms

CAS REGISTRYSM

The non-drug terms include: new medical device
concepts and device trade names, expanded organism concepts – including snakes important for their
venoms, viruses and other microorganisms.

Summer 2018

CCI Now Searchable in CAS REGISTRYSM
As part of STN’s ongoing efforts to make your
searching capabilities as comprehensive as possible,
STN has made the Component Class Identifiers
(/CCI) field in CAS REGISTRY searchable. This latest
update is good news for anyone working with
multi-component substances, and applies to the
entire REGISTRY file.
Now the multi-component substances retrieved by
your search will include matches based on individual components as well as the overall substance
(/CI field). In REGISTRY, use the /CI search code to
find substances characterized as: alloys, mixtures,
minerals, ring parents and more.
Refer to the REGISTRY Database Summary Sheet
(DBSS) and the help messages for a refresher on the
/CI search field.

The new Emtree includes all terms from the 2018
version of MeSH.
Please review your Alert (SDI) strategies related to
Embase. The new Emtree terminology should be
incorporated as necessary to ensure continued
comprehensive retrieval
To review the new and changed terms in this edition
of Emtree, click here.

Summer 2018

STN® Reflects Second Update to Emtree® Thesaurus
for 2018
The second Emtree thesaurus release for 2018 is
now available within EmbaseTM. Totaling 81,003
preferred terms and over 355,000 synonyms, this
new version includes 1,019 more preferred terms
compared to the previous version released January
2018.
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Of the 1,104 new terms (which includes 85 replacement terms and synonym promotions), 189 are drug
terms allowing you to keep up-to-date with the
latest developments in the terminology of pharmacology and biomedicine. Part of the synonym enrichment is the addition of 3,673 medical device trade
names.
Please review and update your Alert (SDI) strategies
or saved searches. Any of the replaced terms must
be updated with the new terms to ensure comprehensive retrieval.
Review the details of the update.

MARPAT
December

MARPAT Search Algorithm Updated
To increase the precision of MARPAT® answer sets
while retaining comprehensiveness, the MARPAT
search algorithm is being improved effective
December 15, 2018. This enhancement means that
your STNext®, STN Express® and STN® on the WebSM
searching will now be more efficient.

MEDLINE
January/February

Fall 2018

Third Emtree® Thesaurus Update Now Available in
Embase
The third Emtree thesaurus release for 2018 is now
available within EmbaseTM. Totaling 81,735 preferred
terms and over 355,000 synonyms, Emtree added
766 new terms.
Of the new terms added, 67 are drug terms, allowing you to keep up-to-date with the latest developments in the terminology of pharmacology and
biomedicine.
In addition, there are also 699 new non-drug terms,
including:
• Cell lines
• Bodies of water
• And more!
34 terms from Emtree May 2018 have been replaced.
Customers running Alerts in Embase should check
the new Emtree terminology and update their Alerts
strategies as necessary to ensure continued
comprehensive retrieval.

The 2018 version of MEDLINE now available on STN
MEDLINE on STN has been refreshed for 2018, and
includes the 2018 version of the MeSH thesaurus.
This year 113 MeSH headings were either changed or
deleted and replaced with more up-to-date terminology. Please review your Alert (SDI) strategies or
saved searches that contain any of these terms, they
must be updated to use the new term, otherwise
there will be a negative impact on retrieval.
More details.
• Three new Publication Types are available for
2018, including Adaptive Clinical Trial and
Equivalence Trial.
• NLM will no longer use CONTRAINDICATIONS
(abbrev CT) as a MeSH Qualifier.
• NLM has added a new MeSH SCR Class for
Organism. The new class (SCR Class 4) will be used
for expanded coverage of viruses.
Read the full NLM bulletin.

Review new and changed terms.

AutoDoc
FIZ Karlsruhe – Leibniz Institute for Information Infrastructure

TRY FIZ AUTODOC’S PATENT TRANSLATIONS
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INPADOC

INPADOC
event code

Event code description

BEMM

LAPSED BECAUSE OF NON-PAYMENT
OF THE ANNUAL FEE

BENE

RESTORATION REQUESTED

BENF

PATENT RESTORED AFTER LAPSE

BENG

PATENT RESTORED AFTER RULED-OUT
OPPOSITION

BEPD

CHANGE OF OWNERSHIP

BEQB

LICENCE REGISTERED

BEQC

LICENCE AGREEMENT ENDED

BERC

PLEDGE ESTABLISHED (PAWNING)

BERE

LAPSED

BERE20

PATENT EXPIRED

BERF

SEIZURE TERMINATED

BESPCC

REGISTERED LICENCE OF A SUPPLEMENTARY PROTECTION CERTIFICATE

BESPCD

SUPPLEMENTARY PROTECTION 		
CERTIFICATE REJECTED

BESPCE

FILING FOR A PAEDIATRIC EXTENSION
OF A SUPPLEMENTARY PROTECTION
CERTIFICATE

BESPCF

SUPPLEMENTARY PROTECTION 		
CERTIFICATE FILED

The following new BE legal event data are available:

BESPCG

SUPPLEMENTARY PROTECTION 		
CERTIFICATE GRANTED

INPADOC
event code

Event code description

BESPCL

SUPPLEMENTARY PROTECTION 		
CERTIFICATE LAPSED

BEFG

PATENT GRANTED

BESPCT

BEFP

TRANSLATION FOR EP FILED (ENTRY 		
OF EP INTO COUNTRY)

SUPPLEMENTARY PROTECTION 		
CERTIFICATE CHANGE OF OWNERSHIP

BESPCW

SUPPLEMENTARY PROTECTION 		
CERTIFICATE RENOUNCED

November

Change of publication date for German utility models
With update week 46/2018 the EPO has changed
the publication date for German utility models (kind
code DEU1). Whereas the publication date used to
be the “Eintragungstag” (INID code 47) from now on
the “Bekanntmachungstag” (INID code 45) will be
taken, which is indicated in the authority file of the
German Patent Office DPMA. The modification of
the publication date will have an impact on approximately 300,000 publications. The “Bekanntmachungstag” is usually about four to six weeks later
than the “Eintragungstag”, however, the difference
might be much larger.
These changes might cause additional hits in your
queries or alerts.
Delivery of legal status data from Belgium resumed
The delivery of legal event data from Belgium resumed
in week 41/2018. The data is updated on a monthly
basis. Around 70,000 events were added to the
database. The event date ranges from 2017-10-30 to
2018-09-05. The current gap between September
2014 and October 2017 will be filled at a later date.

BEHC

CHANGE OF NAME OF THE OWNERS

BELC

PATENT REVOCATION (PARTIAL)

BESPCX

BELD

PARTIAL SURRENDER OF PATENT BY
THE PROPRIETOR

EXPIRY OF A SUPPLEMENTARY 		
PROTECTION CERTIFICATE

BESPCZ

BEMK

PATENT EXPIRED BECAUSE OF 		
REACHING THE MAXIMUM LIFETIME
OF A PATENT

GRANT OF PAEDIATRIC EXTENSION OF
A SUPPLEMENTARY PROTECTION 		
CERTIFICATE
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Delivery of bibliographic and legal status data from
Luxembourg resumed
The delivery of Luxembourg bibliographic patent
data resumed this summer. Since week 35/2018
legal event data dating back to early 2017 is updated
on a monthly base.
The following new LU legal event data are available:
INPADOC
event code

Event code description

LUFG

Patent granted

LUHC
			

Change/correction of name and/or 		
address of the owner(s)

LUHK

Patent granting cancelled

LUNE

Restoration requested

LUPD

Change of ownership

LUTE

Change of address (owner)

LUQB

Licence registered

LURC

Pledge established (pawning)

LURF

Seizure terminated

LUSPCF
			

Supplementary protection certificate
(SPC) filed

LUSPCG
			

Supplementary protection certificate
(SPC) granted

LUSPCT
			

Change of ownership of 			
supplementary protection certificate

RAPRA
November

Updates in RAPRA are resuming
The renowned producer of value-add databases
WTI-Frankfurt has acquired the Polymer Library –
file RAPRA - from SMITHERS and production has
resumed. Data since June 2018 has been added to
the database to close the gap and updates will now
continue with the usual frequency. If you have not
deleted your old SDIs, you will automatically receive
the results for your alerts. The first SDI run will cover
the time period from end of June until now.
WTI-Frankfurt increases the number of indexed
documents significantly and also plans to apply
the classification system of polymer library in the
future. For an interim period the WTI classification
system is used.
In case you deleted your SDI profiles and need
support or if you have further questions, e.g.,
concerning classifications, please contact your STN
Help Desk.

Try FIZ Karlsruhe’s Search Service

FIZ SEARCH SERVICE

Accurate, comprehensive
information tailored to
your needs.

Search Service
FIZ Karlsruhe
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Our search service is designed for clients who do
not conduct their own patent searching or are
unable to do so because of a lack of knowledge
or resources. This makes it possible for small and
mid-sized enterprises (SME) to minimize their
investment risks.
FIZ’s staff performs searches on behalf of clients
using STN databases and compiles the results for
presentation. All team members are information
professionals with many years of search experience. Searches can be contracted in the fields of
patents, chemistry (including structural searches,
Markush-), biosequences, and toxicology (the
REACH regulation).
Learn more
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SEARCH TIPS

Features, Interfaces and Tools
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28 February, 2018

I misplaced my alert results from a couple months ago. Can you help me recover my missing data?
12 February, 2018

Chinese dual filings are now linked within DWPI families
01 November, 2018

Structure Editor in STNext Includes More Derwent Nodes
Derwent Markush Resource on STNext®Integrated into the Classic STN Environment
20 February, 2018

Looking for patent infringement or licensing information from the chemical industry? Find it in CBNB!
22 February, 2018

Results of Search Service Survey
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Knowledge Management, Data Governance Machine
Learning and AI: Participants of SEMANTiCS Conference
look for solution experts like you
Book your sponsoring package before March 31 and get a 10% discount on your investment!

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

What is Your Value Proposition?

SEMANTIC TECHNOLGIES

Real Use Cases,
Real Innovation.

MACHINE LEARNING

KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT

Join the Leading Conference
on Digital Transformation!
SEPT. 09-12, 2019

D ATA G O V E R N A N C E

The 15th annual SEMANTiCS Conference 2019
will take place from September 09 through September 12 in Karlsruhe.
AI, Knowledge Management, Data Governance and Machine Learning will be among the main
topics. What are your solutions in this area? Find out about the fantastic opportunities to present
your expertise to deciders and consultants seeking for partners to build trusted relationships with!
www.semantics.cc
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STN SERVICE CENTERS
In Europe
FIZ Karlsruhe
STN Europe
P.O. Box 2465
76012 Karlsruhe
Germany
Phone: +49 7247 808-555
Fax:
+49 7247 808-259
helpdesk@fiz-karlsruhe.de
www.stn-international.de

In North America
CAS
STN North America
P.O. Box 3012
Columbus, Ohio 43210-0012 U.S.A.
CAS Customer Care:
Phone: 800 753 4227 (North America)
614 447 3700 (worldwide)
Fax:
614 447 3751
help@cas.org
www.cas.org

In Japan
JAICI (Japan Association for
International Chemical Information)
STN Japan
Nakai Building
6-25-4 Honkomagome, Bunkyo-ku
Tokyo 113-0021, Japan
Phone: +81 3 5978-3601 (Technical Service)
+81 3 5978-3621 (Customer Service)
Fax:
+81-3-5978-3600
support@jaici.or.jp (Technical Service)
customer@jaici.or.jp (Customer Service)
www.jaici.or.jp
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